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Much has been written about Helena which may help place these Guidelines in the context of our unique
urban design.Chele Jiusto has written in The Heart of Helena, a Hisforical Tour,

~... Early businesses were located in log cabins, and soon sawmills were milling
lumber to odd false fionts to the early shops. But these clustered wooden
buildings were vulnerable to fire, and severa! major blazes ravaged Helena
during its first decode. Shop owners began to use brick and stone for most
remodelling and new construction, transforming Helena from a ramshackle
mining camp to a dapper young town. Although early buildings were often
rather modest and functional, most builders found ways to odd decorative
touches and give them more class.

"Examples of Gothic Revival, Romanesque and French Second Empire
architecture all appeared in Helena. along with many buildings which com-
bined the different styles, A number of talented architects worked in Helena
during this period. including some whose work later received national recog-
nition. As the profile of tall buildings cut into the skyline, and modern conve-
niences like electricity, teleohones and trolleycars became commonplace,
the 'Queen City of the Rockies' came of age .

.. ,Although downtown grew slowly over the decodes that followed, through
the twentieth century it continued to change. During the past ninety years
many fine buildings, parks and a walking mall have been built, while flames,
earthquake tremors and the iron ball of urban renewal have all token a toll on
historic downtown buildings. All of these factors have changed the Victorian
face of the city, and given us the downtown we know today.·

Dennis H. McCahan. another noted authority on the history of Helena, writes in Helena-The Look of
fhe Place,

".,.(Helena is) a town of hilltops and slopes and crooked gulches and bed-
rock outcrops surviving remnants of Helena's frontier vernacular
architecture represent the birth of what might be called the 'Helena style'.

The frontier vernacular ...was the work, not of fashion-eonscious architects, but
of practical builders of modest means, meeting frontier contingencies with
the materials at hand. Their way of building was, in essence, a compromise-
a compromise between the time-tested building techniques they brought
with them and the demands of the srre.... the site of old Helena was a particu-
larly deman(:iing one-steep, narrow, rugged and intractable ....



The stylish and sophisticated architecture along Last Chance Gulch. Jackson
Street, and West Sixth Avenue, for example. had to fit within the tight confines
of odd-shaped blocks, defined by narrow, irregular streets. The resultant visual
kinship ...-while essentially accidental-is very real, very positive, and very
much unique to Helena .

...The irregularity of 'crookedness' of Helena's downtown streets and walk-
ways is a major visual asset. The fact that they're crooked, along with the fact
that they meet each other at all sorts af odd angles---often at diagonal T
intersections-means that our downtown buildings and other landscape
features ore regularly seen head-on, or at various angles at which they close,
or partially close, the fields of view-at near or intermediate range. Thismeans
that we see our downtown buildings. Helena's downtown architecture is
given a visual advantage that it would lack if the place had developed a
standard rectangular-grid street system,

...But. in downtown Helena, the usual line of sight is almost always closed,
near at hand, by architecture. n
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Every town, every commercial area
and every building facade is a
unique concept. A closer look
reveals that the facades of Helena's
Downtown Historic District are a wide
range composite of materials reflect-
ing their individual uses and history.
This indMduality, expressed in the
facade, tells an interesting story.
When combined as a group the
facades become a rich visual history
of the town.

Helena's downtown character has
been molded by change. Many
buildings remain that reflect

Victorian architectural styles of the
19th century, but facades have
been altered to adjust to changing
times and building uses. Some of
these facades evolved gracefully
while others did not,

Future facade alterations should
recognize. first of all. that the design
of a building facade is an important
building block in both the individual
structure and community improve-
ment process. Secondly. there are
different approaches to facade
improvement: redesign. rehabilita-
tion and restoration.

This guide is designed to acquaint
the reader with certain components
of facade construction and design.

/.
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Comer of 6th and Lost Chance
Gulch (Main Street); the heart of
downtown Helena in the 1920'5.
Cor.; were beginning to clog the
pedestrian atmosphere.
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(Above) Near 6th and Last
Chance Gulch today, Themal!
has enabled pedestrians to
once again feel comforlable
walking downtown.

so that future facade changes may
reflect a knowledge and respect for
historic and aesthetic principies.

More understanding can be
gained through further
research into the references
provided at the end of this
document.
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Historically, downtowns have always
been. and still are, the major social
and business centers of their com-
munities. A full range of buildings
from government offices and librar-
ies to houses can be found. all
contributing to Helena's diversity
and uniqueness. Underlining this is
the significant relationship the
pedestrian has to the street and the
buildings aiong it. As a result, it is
important to keep in mind the
primary function of these buildings:
supporting the various activities
which take place within them and
the people that live. work and visit
within their confines.

Window shopping. for instance. isnot

only supported, but invited by the
physical features of the street. The
many shop windows, side by side,
form a continuous display case
along the street. Awnings, recessed
entries and continuous. generous
sidewalks also encourage window
shopping.

The vitality of commercial areas is
also supported by floors above the
storefronts, ailowing the accommo-
dation of new and different second-
ary uses, Doors that access these
floors, when located on the street (as
opposed to the alleys in the back),
make this space more attractive and
should be accentuated ..

In essence. downtown not only
captures a wide range of activities, it
also reflects the history of the area
and the importance of commerce
over time. Many of the principles
behind the siting of buildings and the
architectural detailing. such as the
use of recessed entries, remain valid
and applicable to today's commer-
cial facades. The storefront. with its
carefully defined window display
areas. was a feature of Helena's
commercial and social center at the
turn of the century. It serves the
same purpose today.
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A commercial facade is usually comprised of three main parts: the base or
storefront; the middle, which iscalled the upper facade; and the top,
which appears as a cornice or. on occasion, as a pitched roof.
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J .•.A good commercial facade is
closely joined and aligned with its
neighbors to create a sense of rythm
and containment to the street-it
forms port of the outdoor "wall~ to
the outdoor ~room· of the street.

:2", A good commercial facade
expresses individuality, as well as
unity. when it is port of on identifi-
able commercial area.

:1.. A good commercial facade
supports sidewalk activities, such as
window shopping and walking.

J. A good commercial facade
expresses a mix of uses-public at
grode, more private above.

:S'" A good commercial facade is
well proportioned, of human scale,
and oriented to the pedestrian.

6. A good commercial facade is
composed of materials of enduring
quality and fine detailing.





Struetllral Stabilization
and Weatherproofing
The building should be made stable.
If necessary to avoid structural

Building Codes, Permits
and Reviews
The building should first be brought
up to minimum life safety standards.
Helena has certain building codes to
be met including earthquake con-
siderations. Prior to construction all
projects should be reviewed by the
City Building Department. Changes
to some properties within the district
are also required to be reviewed by
the Historic Preservation Commission

Downtown Helena has undergone
major revitalization since the 1970's.
The improvements continue to
motivate owners in the area to
upgrade their buildings; tax incen·
fives and government grants are
making it easier in many cases.

When a decision is made to improve
a downtown building, there are
some major practical considerations
to address before a design isfinal-
ized. Any noticeable problems within
the areas noted below would be
motivation to change a facade.

(Clockwise at left) Brick piers in
need of brick replacement and
re-polnting; deterioration of a
cornice, and: windowsills end
basepanel deterioration point
to the need for some kind of
repairs,

collapse. Any structural damage,
such as foundation problems, ter-
mites, dry rot or rust in posts or
beams, should be repaired. Cracks
in the foundation indicating struc-
tural settling should be inspected,
cleaned and repaired. Any water
damage from condensation or

,
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c. W. Cannon Bldg.• Lawrence & LostChance Gulch
DrQwing tly Hartl Oow:;on

should be given to pipes located
close to, or in exterior walls, as cold
winters can make even new pipes
burst, Introducing or increasing wall
and/or pipe insulation should be
considered. Pipe insulation should
also be considered for cold water
pipes to reduce potential problems
resulting from condensation. Finally,
pipes with potential problems should
never be concealed behind new or
renovated walls.

leakage should be noted and the
problem given immediate attention.
Particular attention should be given
to the exterior building walls. A
deteriorating "sklnN-like brick-can
quIte literally fall apart If left unat-
tended.

It IsImportant to upgrade old or
deteriorated electrical and plumb-
ing systems. Pipes, fittings and fixtures
should be kept in good condition to
prevent damage resulting from leaks
or bursting. Particular attention

Improving 'Tisual qualities.
After considerations of life safety and building stabilization have been
addressed, the next step isto improve the important qualities and ameni-
ties that make the building facade visually unique.

Where limited budgets do not allow for comprehensive improvements, the
following list of general improvement priorities may be helpful:
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Improvements to restore the storetront portion ottlie, c

tacade should take precedence over other cosmetic
improvements; j .'

Removai of large projecting signs and other extraneous
surface signs should take precedence over improve-
ments to upper storeys;

Cleaning and repainting the upper storey windows .
should take precedence over other improvements to
upper storeys;

Cleaning and repainting the upper storey windows'
decorative features, especially cornices, should take
precedence over repainting or cleaning upper storeY;" "

•walls.
The determination of priorities and knowledge of the property owner's
budget for facade improvements, will help to establish the overall ap-
proach or strategy for improvements.
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(Left Above) The c.w. Connon
Building before rehabilitation.
The far right bay of the building
had been "modernized" with a
sheet metal fo/se front, The
rythmn of the building facode
was disrupted and many
historical detoils lost. Transoms
were covered, permanently
restricting the notura/light,

(Left Be/ow) The C. W. Cannon
Building offer rehobiHtation.
Original sized windows ore
restored complete with
transoms. The brick facade has
been cleaned and painted.
Decorative features of the
building cornice hove been
emphasized by the creative use
of COIOf. Bright afternoon
sunlight is controlled by mini-
blinds. The storefront rythmn is
restored without altering the
interior use,
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There are three general approaches
to improvement that a property
owner might consider: redesign,
restoration or rehabilitation.

Re..esign requires the complete
reconstruction of the facade,
usually to obtain a entirely new
image. The drawbacks to this ap-
proach include high cost, failure to
integrate with other facades of the
area, the covering over of deterio-
rating facade materials and the
additional weight of the new con-
struction material. Thisis not a Q do it
yourselr project.

Restoration isat the other end
of the improvement spectrum
because it requires the facade
being restored to a particular point
in history. Thisdetailed process isthe
best approach for historically signifi-
cant facades.

Rehabilitation is probably the
most practical solution for most
buiiding owners. It entails the refur-
bishing and repair of a facade to
bring back its original strengths and
design. Since many facades work
well, they do not need to be entirely
modified. Frequently all that is
required is a careful repainting, the
removal of a poorly designed sign or
the repair of a cornice. The rehabili-
tation approach is also the best for
staged improvements.

All of the above approaches should
be preceded by the study of the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation (see Appendix)
and by contacting the State Historic
Preservation Office for technical
assistance and referrals.

Monrana HIStorical ,)oelel}'

(RightAbove) TheLockey and
LeiserBlock co. /893. Note the
brick detailing on the building
comice and surrounding the
center door and windows. A
retractobie canvas awning, a
common device at the time,
can be seen above one
storefront window. 1he transoms
over the storefront windows
help give a sense of light and
accentuate the vertical lines of
the building as a wholli.

(Right Below) TheLockey and
LeiserBlock as It appears more
recentiv. Thestorefront facade
has been completely changed.
Thebrick has been stuccoed
over, the transoms have been
covered and fixed canopies
have been attached above the
storefronts giving a horizontal
line sloshed across the bottom
of a verticoily designed building.
Thisison unfortunate typical
example of redesign common
during the mid 20th century.

Editor's note: TheLockey and
LeiserBlock has begun a series
of improvements that are more
consistent with the recommen-
dations defined In this manual.
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listed in increasing order of cost are:

Minimal Rehabilitation

J!I

:m
J11

Clean-up
Involving repainting
and repainting both
storefront and
upper facade,
repair or replace-
ment of broken
glass in display
windows (as
needed), repainting
of base panels and
cornice repair.

Clean-up plus
new doors and
recessed entry
ceiling, removal
of projecting
sign and new
Fixed awning
skirt around
existing
.canopy with
adjustments.

Moderate rehab
plus new paving
to recessed
entry floor. a
new operable
storefront
awning and new
fixed upper
facade awnings.

Major Rehabilitation
z:::s

D,,
I
I

Inaddition to
minimal rehab
there are new
transoms,
removal of
canopy, removal
of storefront
cladding and
repair::> to piers
and a new
signboard with
external light-
ing. Also
missing windows
are replaced.

c

Moderate Rehabilitation

,) CAP
D,

II
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Improvements to specific building parts should be guided by five main principles:

Maintain original facade components and materials wherever pos-
sible. If components are damaged, repair is visually and ecanomi-
cally preferable to replacement.

If replacement is required, replicate original parts and materials.

If replicafion is not possible, substitute with materials similar to the
color, fexture, dimensions, proportion and design of the original.

If major work like expansion or dividing the building is considered,
do not irrevocably change the original building(s). Leave as much of
the original as possible, working around it rather than removing it.
Thiswill also leave more options open in the future. If new materials
and parts are to be used in expansion, they should be as similar as
possible to the other materials and architectural style of the original
facade.

Always maintain pedestrian amenities, such as open, well-lighted
space, buffers between street, building or walkway and original
scale windows.

• Maintain basic relationship of
base, middle and top in the
facade.

• Maintain balance between
the two or three sections of
facade.

----\ TOP----
MIDDLE

,----
BOTTOM

OtOwing of the PorChen Block
_ _ _ _ by Dent1i<McCOllon



(Far Right) Storefront basepanel
at the entrance of the Califamia
Wine House Building (now
Cobblestone Clothing) on Lost
Chance Gulch.

(Right) The Raleigh and Clarke
building. A good example of a
well designed hls/oric storefront
before minor rehabiMotion.

• Maintain alignment of store-
front with neighboring store-
fronts or with those prevalent
on the street, especially in
terms of overall height.

• Maintain the stronger horizon-
tal linesas the primary feature
and the lessfrequent vertical
linesas secondary in the
storefront.

• Maintain alignment of key
vertical storefront parts (such
as storefront entries, doors.
piersand pilasters)with loca-
tion of similarparts in the
upper facade.

• Maintain horizontal division of
base, middle and top in the
storefront.

The storefront isthe single most
important feature of the facade.
visually and socially. A good store-
front and its parts perform many
functions simultaneously, such as
attracting attention. providing
effective display spaces, inviting
shoppers to enter. inviting window
shopping, allowing natural light into
the store, taking advantage of and
enhancing the restof the facade
and taking advantage of and
enhancing the restof the street.

I~a•••·!•••••(·l... fi~(iEU,(·",I"
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• Basepanel materials should be
the same in color and texture
as the display window frame
or the storefront pilaster
materials.

• Maintain original basepanels,
when possible.

Display Windows

• Maintain continuity of large
display windows. If smaller
windows are necessary, use
either painted-out glossor
similar dark, smooth material in
large sizessurrounding smaller
windows to maintain image of
large display window.

• Maintain original display
window frames.

The display windows are the central
and largest components of a store-
front. Theirtransparency. sizeand
location el}courage window shop-
ping and allow the potential cus-
tomer an inviting view of both
merchandise on display, as well as
the interior of the store itself.They
also allow sunlight to enter the store
and increase the sense of openness
inside.These windows reduce the
barrier between the store and
the customer on the sidewalk;
the store space becomes a part
of the public street.



• Maintain transoms in display
win'dows and doors. - ....

Transoms are a valuable asset. Not
only do they maximize the amount
of natural light in the store, but can
be a very attractive feature.

• Maintain recessed entries to
storefronts.

The storefront entrance is usuaily
recessed and pushed in from the
primary plane of the display win-
dows. Clearly separate from the
windows, these recessed entries
effectively caii attention to the
doorvv'ays, while leaving the display
windows in a prominent position. The
shelter and intimacy of the recessed
entry further enhances the storefront
and the street. Recessed entries also
contribute an important aspect of
depth and shade to the street and,
when systematically repeated along
the street, create one of the most
important rhythms of a traditional
commercial area.

(Above For Left) Transom
windows on the ground floor of
the Power Block, as seen above
the storefront of Third Eye
Photography, add elegance to
the storefront design and ollow
for a IighHilled foyer inside,

(Below) One of the most unique
recessed entries in the down-
town area is the Atlas Block.
which houses the Coson Art
Gallery.

(Below For Left) Large display
windOWSdraw attention to the
"On Broadwoy" restcuront in
the Parchen Block.



most suitable materials to use here
are those which fit in with the store-
front, are hard, resist the strains of
shrinking and expanding from win-
ter/summer temperature extremes,
are unaffected by or prevent water
penetration, resistdeterioration due
to other common chemicals, and
offer traction, Building code require-
ments must be considered when
replacing steps.

Editorsnote: Providing barrier-free access
to historic buildings in compliance with
the American DisabilitiesAct may
necessitate elimination of some or ports
of the original flooring and/or steps.
Contact the State Historic Preservation
Office for further information on specific
projects.

• Maintain columns in
storefronts.

Although columns are no longer
needed structurally, they provide
Important visual and historical
Interest.

,
• Maintain original exterior

flooring and/or steps,

• New materials should fit in with
storefront.

• New materials should be
simple in appearance or use a
regular pattern.

These areas are important parts of
the storefront and, therefore. their
improvement should take prece-
dence over any cosmetic improve-
ments to the upper facade. The

.~xh"li""i01!" IF~oc:DC""s2Imd
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(Right) The front entrance to the
Grandstreet Theatre has floors
and steps of the original granite.

(Far Right) Storefront columns on
either side of the entrance to
the iron Front Hotel. A new paint
job has emphasized the elegant
design of the coiumns in the
focode.
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Sto."efI"ollt Doors

• Maintain the original doors in
the storefront. When using
new, standard aluminum and
glass commercial doors,
choose doors with large glass
panels and dark anodized
frames.

• Use only commercial-type
doors for the primary door and
functionally appropriate doors
for secondary entrances that
retain overall similarity in
design and materials.

The door, especially the handle, is
very often the first tangible contact
the customer has with a place of
business and leaves an important first
impression .

Storefront .'\u'uings

• Storefront awnings should
conform to the design of the
building and be maintained.

• Locate storefront awnings only
within the storefront area. If a
storefront cornice or sign-
board exists, consistently
locate awning directly below
these whenever possible.

• The bottom of the storefront
awning should be no lessthan
eight feet above the sidewalk.
Check with the City Building
Deportment for local restric-
tions and requirements,

Awnings form an important visual
and physical component of the
facade by providing on extension of
the building out over the sidewalk
and can offer on opportunity for
store identification. Thisfacade
component isa very appropriate
place for bright colors and patterns,
Awnings can provide immediate
and dramatic changes at moderate
costs. As wiih other facade features,
the style of owning selected should
be appropriate to the commercial

Qeft) This mogntficent originel
oak door in the Securities
BUl1ding is a key element in the
elegant facade design.

(Left) Late 19th century Helena.
Most people walked fflrough
ffle downtown area. Canvas
awnings were on important
component in storefront design.

(Left) By the 1960'5. "modern"
facades and a forest of signs
tried to compete for attention
from an automobile-based
clientele. Canvas awnings were
scarce in this environment.

(Left) Vertical awnings became
rare as the style shifted to the
honzontal. Fixed canopies were
used to emphsize this line. rne
second stories of these old
buiiidings were neglected and
attempts were mode to hide
them beneath the new facade
focing.



The location of the store name and
logo on a facade should be re-
stricted to two or three areas: the
signboard, the display windows or
storefront door, the awnings or
projecting signs,

Straightforward, externaliy lit signs
tend to be less obtrusive than
signboxes and are easier to main-
tain. Good graphic design in select-
ing typeface and logos is essential.

When a sign has achieved historical
significance or is valued as an icon,
preservation may outweigh the
above conservative aesthetic
values. Historic signs can contribute
to the character of buildings and
districts. Consultation with the State

Signage should not overpower the
facade; it isvery important to re-
member that the streets in down-
town Helena are not highways. The
scale of facades and streets are
geared to pedestrians and relatively
slow traffic. Large signs often obliter-
ate and waste the many valuable
assets of the facade.

• Restrict signs to storefront.

• Use no more than one large
sign. The large sign preferably
should be flat and located on
the signboard.

• AddITional signs should be
smaller.

• Information on signsshould be
limited and uncluttered.

• Signage lettering should be
simple and readable,

• Remove all overly large and
inappropriately located
signage.

• Historically significant signs
should be preserved and
maintained when possible.

An attractive, well maintained
facade isthe most effective form of
store identification and advertising.
Improperly located signs, which are
excessive in scale or poorly main-
tained, are one of the major visual
problems in commercial areas
today, Mass production and the
franchising concept of commercial
identification have contributed to a
lack of sensitivity to sound design
concepts in a local setting,

Signboards and
Signage

and urban context of the area,
Residential aluminum canopies
should be avoided. Vinyl fabrics
and back-lighted canopies are
discouraged.

(For Right) Large overpowering
sign dimjnishes the facade of
the Uttie Professor Bookstore,

(Far Right) Atter facade
rehabilitation. the uttie Professor
Bookstore uses simple window
lettering for signage. Thisdoes
not detract from the facade
and yet perfOfm5 Its functional
role.

(Right) A good example of a
well-placed awning.
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Historic Preservation Office should
precede any decision to preserve or
destroy a sign that might have this
community value.

Signs conveying public information
are a vital feature of a commercial
area. They help identify public
facilities and services, provide
directional information, and promote
the area for shopping. Key factors to
consider in the design and place-
ment of public signs are:

• Vehicular signs should be
bold. simple and graphicaily
clear so they can be read
from a moving vehicle.

• Pedestrian signs can use
smaller lettering and commu-
nicate more information
because people can stop,
read and interpret them.

• Frequently occurring signs.
such as those indicating
pedestrian walkways or
parking lots. should be stan-
dardized in type styles, mount-
ing and color.

• Signsshould not clutter the
environment and should not
be placed where they will
conflict with the surrounding
setting or obscure a view.

• Simple posts or mounting
devices should be used to
minimize their intrusive impact.
Mounting on a wall instead of
a pole may be an alternative,
and more than one sign can
be combined on one post to
reduce the number of posts.

J1
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• Maintain storefront cornices in alignment with neighboring storefront cornices.

The traditional storefront cornice clearly caps the storefront and separates it from the upper
facade. Together the storefront cornices of the street often form the strongest and most
continuous line on the street, visually uniting the various buildings,

Storefront cornice

CoIctOCkJ 8Ufdrlg. comer of Placer and Last C/lOnce GUch
Q'~ bV Herb Dawson
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Drowing by Dennis McColl""

• Maintain upper facade
windows.

• Maintain decorative features.

• Maintain or introduce appro-
priate awnings to upper
facade windows.

In buildings of two storeys or more,
the middle portion is referred to as
the upper facade. It ischaracterized
by a flat wall largely solid in appear-
ance with regularly spaced windows
cut into it and often with applied

• Maintain storefront piers/
pilasters.

Relatively substantial piers, on either
side of the storefront can help a
facade maintain visual indepen-
dence from its neighbors. The repeti-
tion of these elements create an-
other valuable visual pattern.

S'OIl~(~fJ:,~OIlJ:Q-.-ie;-sI
lL>iia.s~(LrS

(Right) The facade of the
Goodkind Building with its
substantial piers, fwo-story upper
facade and ornate building
cornice is on example of 0
beautiful and functional
downtown facade. Minor
renovation. scheduled for the
near future, will insure this
building's status in the Down-
town Historic District.

1



Use color to unity the exterior
appearance of your building. A
simple base color can be
applied to windows. dOOfSand
shopfront. A second. contrast-
ing but complementary color
can be used throughout the
trim to provide a consistent
accent color. Your color
scheme should be used
consistently throughout both
upper and lower porllons of the
building facade to unify the
exterior appearance.

"ITHREE
COLOR

TWO
COLOR

• Paint color. typically. should
be darker at the base and
lighter further up the facade.
Doors. windows. kickboards
and details can be painted in
a similar fashion to balance
the visual impression.

The results of repainting a facade
are both immediate and dramatic.
While this type of improvement
allows for a degree of experimenta-
tion not possible with other tech-
niques. the immediacy and power of
its impact requires careful consider-
ation of color schemes.

A conservative approach to cotor is
best. Simplicity is always at the heart
of good design. Colors shouid be
subdued with the possible exception
of a few dramatic accents.

decoration. Even without stylistic
applications. the size, regular spac-
ing and decorative features of the
windows ore a major contribution to
both the unity of the street and the
individual character of the facades.

Appropriate restoration and proper
maintenance of the windows and
window design are crucial to upper
facade renovation.

• Select color for large areas of
the facade (storefront. upper
facade walls) consistent with
or complementary to those
prevalent in the area.

• Use a limited number of colors:
two or possibly three.

• Use the original color scheme
of the facade where possible.

• Generally. brick in need of
painting should be painted a
natural brick color close to the
original color of the brick used.

• Maintain building cornices
and decorative roof features,

Usually a decorative cornice. a
pitched roof. or both. top off a
typical facade. These features play
the obvious. but very important. role
of visually copping a facade. When
an upper facade iscapped with a
cornice, the large wall area is visually
restricted, Not surprisingly, buildings
in commercial areas which have
had their cornices removed for
various reasons and some modern
buildings. built without them. look
incomplete and less substantial.
Turrets. towers. dormers and pedi-
ments add character and identity to
facades and streets. These should be
restored and maintained whenever
possible.

]
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Before embarking upon an extensive
rebuilding or cleaning project.
please refer to the Department of
Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
(Appendix).

\\'o••d

Wood isthe most common material
used in traditional commercial
facades and must have a protective
coating or stain to withstand the
elements for any length of time.
Excessive moisture or excessive
drying are the enemies of wood and
couse loss of function when the
protective coatings are deterio-
rated. Repainting, recaulking and
flashing inspection should be a part
of a regular maintenance program.

]Um••••••·y \\';111 S•••·fuees

Masonry surfaces are made up of
individual clay brick or cut stones,
joined by a cement mortar. They are
very hard and durable but are
affected by regular aging and
weathering. The biggest problems
are related to moisture and first
occur in the joints. If the mortar is
recessed more than 1{2 inch or is
very loose, re-pointing is needed. Re-
painting should be necessary only
once every 50 to 60 years.

Painted masonry surfaces can either
be repainted or stripped and
cleaned.

• Abrasive cleaning such as
sandblasting is not recom-
mended because this will
destroy the important outer
surface of the masonry and
cause rapid deterioration of
brick's soft inner core.

The gentlest method should be tried
first, such as
soap and water,
Any extensive
cleaning should
be undertaken
by experienced
professionals.

(Above) sandblasting brick
surfaces can result in rapid
deten'oration of the brick face
and mortar joints.

(Left Below) Outstanding
masonry buildings are a
hallmark of Heiena's downtown
district. Thishistoric photograph
of what is now the Grimes
Motors building shows how
beautiful natural brick masonry
can be.

Montano Historical SOciety



Flashing should be periodically
inspected, and if damaged or
deteriorated (cracks, obvious rusting,
loose overlaps or any holes or punc-
tures-even those with nails still in
place), should be repaired immedi-
ately. Use any commonly available
product for this application (silicone
caulking, epoxy, paste, fiberglass)
and carefully follow the
manufacturer's instructions.

" ?*' Ii d?·5 §*4@

(Above) The Iron Front Building
circa /920. The entire facade
was manufactured at a local
foundry.

(Right) The facade of the iron
Front has weathered beautifully
over the years and was recently
pointed.

Montana Historical Society

The Iron Front Hotel isan exceptional
example of an entire facade in cast
iron. It is common for many buildings
to have iron columns and posts. The
material isvery durable and long
lasting. If not properly maintained
cast iron will corrode. If it is in good
shape, however, periodic fe-paint-
ing is all that may be necessary.

To repaint, clean and remove all
paint and any rust; treat with two
coats of rust inhibiting primer; and
paint with oil-based, alkyd or similar
paints, specifically formulated for
exterior metal surface applications.
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This thin sheet metal is susceptible to
hard bumps and will quickly rust if
the surface isscratched or left
exposed. It requires paint at all times
and examination of wooden sup-
ports for decay.

(Left) The Granite Building affer
facade rehabilitation using tile.

(For Left) A terrazzo noor in the
entrance to The Parrott
Confectionary.

(Beiow) Helena has a rich
heritage of stone masonry
buildings such as the Power
Block on Lost Chance Gulch.

E",-terior Gr••de Til~·s
••nd Ot••••r Ven••••rs.

Tilescan be easily cleaned and
attractively arranged, but not all
materials are suitable for exterior use
or heavy traffic. Mortar joints are the
source of most problems and should
be property maintained.

Ston••

Terrazzo is used most frequently in
entryways. It iseasy to clean. wears
well and can be arranged in many
attractive patterns. If the structural
base is not sound. it can crack.
Patching. however. is possible.

Where stone exists, every effort
should be made to leave it in place.
It requires little maintenance itself,
but the mortar joints are subject to
cracking and deterioration indicat-
ing a need for patching and
repainting. If the stone itself is
cracked. repairing ismore advisable
than replacement. Experts should be
consulted prior to undertaking any
project for the latest information on
stone patching & repair. Matching
old and new stone isdifficult at best.
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Pedestrian areas are those areas
reseNed for pedestrian use rather
than motor vehicles. Improvements
to these areas should increase the
safety. convenience and pleasure of
pedestrians. A downtown shopping
district is primarily a pedestrian-
oriented environment. Any improve-
ments to encourage walking would
contribute to its appeal as a shop-
ping area and gathering place,
Pedestrian amenities include open,
well-lighted spaces, buffers between
street, building or walkway, trees,
benches. planters. etc .. and original
scale windows in the facade.

Improvements to sidewalks can be
made in a variety of ways:

• Repairing the surface

Drawingbv HerbDo~on

• Widening or narrowing the
sidewalk where needed

• Creating pedestrian nodes

• Providing curb cuts

• Adding crosswalks

Whatever sidewalk improvement is
undertaken, an attempt should be
made to remove or consolidate the
increasing number of objects that
clutter pedestrian areas: unneces-
sary traffic and directional signs,
lamp standards, bike racks, parking
meters, mail boxes and newspaper
vending machines. Not only isthis
disorganized clutter unsightly, it is
aiso hazardous to many pedestrians,
especially the handicapped. Helena
ordinances require the owner jtenant
to maintain their sidewalks in a
reasonable manner.

/

(Below) Sketch by Herb Dawson
of the Grimes Motors building
and sidewalk area in a restored
and refurbished condition. Note
the replacement of lighting
fixtures and the addition of
benches and trees that create
a more pleasant atmosphere for
pedestrians,



Landscaping is one of the most
effective ways to improve the
appearance of downtown streets. In
particular, trees are otten the single
most attractive and memorable part
of the streetscape. Treesshould be
chosen with the Helena climate in
mind. The Parks Department of the
City of Helena recommends the
following varieties be used:

Little-leaf Linden
(Tina cordata)

Size: 28-33 ft;
Special Features: A very popular tree
because of its neatness, its flowering
habit and its clear yellow autumn
coloration.;
Varieties: "Greenspire" (a neat.
small, compact tree that is consid-
ered the best of the lindens for street
planting.); "Morden" (considered to
be one of the hardiest cultivars, this
tree issimilar to the species in form
and density but may be slightly
smaller.)

Dropmore Linden
(TiJia x navenS<~Ds)

Size: 28 ft;
Special Features: A hybrid between
T.amerjcana and T. cordata that is
well adapted to wesfern conditions
and is resistant to the Unden Mite.

Bur Oak (Quereus maeroearpa)

Size: 33-42 ft;
Special Features: The bur oak isa
good tree throughout most of the
northern region. It is said to be
tolerant of fumes ITom automobile
exhaust. Mature natural stands are
striking trees. Autumn color is antique
yellow.
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It'anehurian Ash
(Fra.unus mandshuriea)

Size: 22 ft;
Special Features: The Manchurian
Ash is hardy on most sites where
good soil conditions exist. A good
street tree because of its narrow
upright form.

Blaek Ash (Jo'ra..vnusnigra)

Size: 28 ft;
Special Features: Thistree can often
be seen growing in standing water in
its native habitat. In spite of its
tolerance for wet conditions. it will
adopt to drier sites. The Black Ash
tends to make a good. easily man-
aged street tree.
Varieties: MFallgold- (0 male clone
with a narrow pyramidal head and
longer lasting fall color. A good
street tree because of its uniformity,)

Green Ash or Jordon Green Ash
(Fra.unus pensylvaniea

subinteJ;f;errhna)

Size: 33 ft;
Special Features: Thistree is widely
used over the whole region as a tall
shade and/or street tree. Crowns of
older trees tend to produce a surplus
of wood and thus require a lot of
maintenance, It issubject to attack
by the Lygas Bug and is also at-
tacked by Canker Worm.;
Varieties: -Patmore- (a mole clone
that is known to leaf out earlier and
retain its leaves longer than other
members of the species.)

Vv'/lere parkways or City-
owned sites are paved or
othef'Nise surfaced. trees
require tree wells of the
fol/owing dimensions;

Class I Trees: ApproJd-
mately 20 sq. ft. is needed for
the tree well. Possible combina-
tions are a five foot diameter
circle, faur foot by five foot
rectangle, or four and one-half
foot square.

All other Classes: Approxi-
mately 48 sq. ft. is needed for
the tree we/l. Possible combina-
tions are an eight foot diameter
circle. six foot by eight foot
rectangle. five foot by ten foot
rectangle. or seven foot by
seven foot square.

A soil mixture of 40% tapsoN.
30% sand. and 30% peat moss
should be placed in the tree
well to a minimum depth of 42
inches. The fop four inches
should be three-fourths inch to
one inch gravel chips fo
provide a peNious but firm
surface (or pedestrian traffic,
Contact the City of Helena
Parks Deportment tor further
information.



Community Light Fixtures: These can
do more than illuminate streets and
sidewalks, they can strengthen a
commercial district's pedestrian
scale by serving as a unifying design
element. They also contribute to the
district's image, either as a strong
visual component that adds richness
to the area or as a subtle back-
ground element,

Facade Illumination: Special lighting
of important focal points such as
statues and fountains, steeples,
towers, domes, cupolas and fa-
cades of key buildings can provide
additional lighting for a district.
Lighting for festive occasions, such as
Christmas add to the attractiveness
of the area at night.

Building Signage: An indirect source
of area lighting comes from com-
mercial signs,These signsare de-
signed to attract both pedestrian
and vehicular traffic. Typesand
siylesof electrically lit signsvary from
externally lit, flush mounted slgnage

Lighting isthe single most important
tool for enhancing the character of
the downtown area after dark. The
objective should not be to make
night-time lighting as bright as
midday, but to complement and
enhance the revitalization of the
area by creating lighting for the
diverse activities of the downtown
core at night,

The two main sources of commercial
district lighting are communiiy light
fixtures and lighting connected to
individual buildings.



Street furniture commonly Includes
benches, planters, litter containers,
public signs, flags and bonners, news
stands, bicycle racks, bollards. fire
hydrants, phone booths, pedestrian
shelters and fountains, When select-
ing street furniture, consideration
should be given to these criteria:

Benches

Compa/ibility: The furniture should contiibute to
a unified environment. The materials, color and
scale should all be co-ordinated, and consis-
tent with the desired concept for the commer-
cial area.

Function: The furniture should satisty current
performance standards, including those for the
disabled.

Durability: All outdoor equipment should be
capable of withstanding harsh trea/ment by the
weather, as well as intensive use and abuse.

Cost: When evalua/ing ttie furniture, the longer-
term maintenance, repair and replacement
costs should be considered, as well as the
immediate acquisition costs.

Benches and seating are
probabiy the most popular
form of street furniture. Not
only do benches provide an
opportunity to rest and wait
comfortably, but they also
encourage people to eat
lunch, chat, ond view the
crowd Benches should be lo-
cated off the mcln traffic flow with a
good view of the passing scene.
They should be comfortable. durable
and accessible to 011.Advertising on
the benches is not permitted by City
codes.

to blinking incandescent to multi-
color neon and interior florescent
tubes. The collective visual impact of
these signs can be very strong.
determining the ~flavorNof a com-
mercial district.

Store Windows and Entries:Another
important source of lighting in com-
mercial districts isthe illumination of
store windows, which adds interest
and increases a sense of security at
night. Entryways have been tradi-
tionally lit with a variety of lighting
fixures including central hung single
incandescent globes and sconces
mounted on pilasters. Well lit
entryways also reduce the potential
for hazards such as accident-induc-
ing ice build-up, discourages vandal-
ism and burglary, and provides
illumination that would restrict use by
transients.

It is important when choosing a
lighting fixture to install on your
building, that the fixture is compat-
ible with the original construction
date. A 1ypical example of incom-
patibili1y: Colonial ~coach lantern N

s1ylefixtures that do not belong on a
late 19th Century commercial
storefront.

Rear Entrances and Alleys: In parts of
the Downtown Helena Historic
District, rear entrances are becom-
ing an attractive entryway for busi-
nesses iocated on Last Chance
Gulch. In this type of situation a
combination of spot lighting illumi-
nating the facade and entrance.
combined with signage. are a more
charming alternative to basic utility
lights.

As a rule, the alleys in downtown
Helena range from moderate light-
ing to aimost completely dark,
Lighting isone of the most effective
ways to prevent crimes from occur-
ring, In Helena, the best lighting of
alleys existsnear parking lots.



Litter Containers.
utter containers are essential to a
clean downtown. The container
should have a decorative but
functional outer structure, with an
inner basket which can be easily
removed, cleaned and/or replaced.

The outer structure should conceal
litter and be a cohesive part of the
street furniture. They must be acces-
sible, sturdy and well-maintained to
discourage vandalism. Recycling
symbols or other short graphic
messages to encourage use are
acceptable on the containers.

Bicycle Racks
Bicycles are becoming an increas-
ingly popular form of transportation
which should be accommodated in
the downtown area. If adequate
provision is not made, bicycles will
be found chained to every secure
object, often causing clutter and a
hazard for pedestrians. Racks shouJd
be located as close as possible to
popular destinations, but outside the
main pedestrian flow.

Pal-kine:•••
Parking areas occupy a great amount of space in the urban design. Location
and design is critical. Parking lots are often located where it Isconvenient
rather than necessary. Incorporating them into the overal streetscape isthe
key to their acceptance. Design of parking spaces and their changing use
should involve professional assistance.

Good landscaping is important in parking lots. It con be used to soften the
harshness of the flat open space. provide shade in the summer and protec-
tion from the wind in winter. Landscaping can also help in separating parking
areas from pedestrians. The aim should be to accommodate cars yet make
the surroundings pleasant and at a human scale.



The following Standards are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking
into consideration economic and technical feasibility.

(1) A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and itssite and environment,

(2) The historic character of a property sholl be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property sholl be avoided.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.

(4) Most properties change over time: those changes that have acquired historic significance in
their own right shall be retained and preserved.

(5) Distinctive features, finishes,and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a historic property sholl be preserved

(6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shail match the old in
design, color, texture. and other visual qualities and, where possible. materials. Replacement of
missingfeatures shali be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence,

(7) Chemical or physical treatments. such as sandbiasting. that cause damage to historic materials
shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures. if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible.

(8) Significant archaeological resourc~s affected by a project sholl be protected and preserved. If
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

(9) New additions. exterior alterations, or related new construction sholl not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work sholl be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing. size,scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of
the property and its environment.

(10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction sholl be undertaken in such a manner
that if removed in the future. the essential form and integrity of the historic property and itsenviron-
ment would be unimpaired.

As stated in the definition, the treatment "rehabilitation" assumesthat at least some repair or alteration of
the historic building will be needed in order to provide for on efficient contemporary use; however. these



repairs and alterations must not damage or destroy materiols, features or finishes that are important in
defining the building's historic character. For example, certain treatments-if improperly applied-may
cause or accelerate physical deterioration of historic buildings. Thiscan include using improper repainting
or exterior masonry cleaning techniques, or introducing insulation that damages historic fabric. In almost all
of these situations, use of these materials and treatments will result in d project that does not meet the
Standards. Similarly, exterior additions that duplicate the form, materials, and detailing af the structure to
the extent that they compromise the historic character of the structure will fail to meet the Standards.

Excerpted from The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. U.S.Deportment of the Interior
and National Park Service



From Planning and Design for Commercial Facade Improvements,
Ontario Ministry of Munidoal Affairs

Aggregate: granular material (sand,
grovel. crushed stone, etc.);
freaquently mixed with cement to
make concrete or mortar; added for
strength and/or improved appear-
ance.

Alkyd Point: on oil-modified paint
which is harder and dries faster than oil
point. has good self-sealing properties.
weather resistance and gloss reten-
tion. and darkens slightly with age.

~

Bay: a vertical division of a facade or
eti"P 'ffp a structure division of a building,m m marked by column spacing, roof

comportments. windows. etc.

Bay Window: a projecting, windowed
boy beginning on the ground floor
and sometimes embracing several
storeys; unlike on oriel window its
weight is carried on foundations
outside the wall line; can be square,
angular or curved (bowed) in plan.

Brockel: on angular support under
eaves. small canopies. oriel windows
and other overhangs; sometimes
forming port of cornice; can be more
decorative than functional.

Canopy: a permanent fixture designed
to shelter pedestrians and display
goods from adverse weather condi-
tions; a fixed owning.

Capitol: the top section of a column or
pilaster; often quite elaborate, shapes
vary according to architectural style,

Beam: a horizontal structural member
usually wood. steel or concrete which
supports vertical building loads.

Bonding Agent: a chemical adhesive
or other substance applied to a
surface to unite it with a succeeding
layer of material; frequently used in
concrete work.

Bid: a contractor's offer to perform the
work described in a contract at a
specific cost,

Arch: a curved structure used at the
top of doorways, windows, arcades
etc.; can be used to carry weight of
walls to either side of openings in walls.

Anodized Finish: on oxide film applied
to the surface of metal for better
corrosion resistance, hardness and/or
architectural color requirements; most
durable finish for aluminum. but can
be scratched.

Balcony: a platform projecting from a
building wall, supported from below or
cantilevered, and enclosed with a
roiling.

Awning: an adjustable, roof-like cover-
ing fitted over windows. doors. etc. to
provide shelter from the sun, rain and
wind, and for its decorative and
advertising potential,

Arcade: on arched passage, either
freestanding, attached to a wail. or
running ben.veen or through buildings;
if columns are used to support the
arches. it is often called a colonnade;
some arcades hove glass and steel
arched roofs.



Caulking: a soft, putty-like material
usually having a silicone, bituminous or
rubber bose, us~d to seal cracks, fill
joints, prevent leakage and/or provide
waterproofing; sometime referred to
as mastic.

Elevation: a drawing showing an
external face of a building.

Eaves: the lower edge of a roof which
projects beyond the face of a wall,
throwing water away from the wall.

Downspout: a vertical pipe, often
made of sheet metal, which conducts
water from a gutter or roof drain down
to the ground or a drainage system
below grade.

Dormer (window): a window project-
ing from a sloping roof, usually pro-
vided with its own roof.

Facade: the front or principal, exterior
face of a building; may refer to other
prominant exterior faces as well.

~

Drop Flap: the overhanging section of
an awning, sometimes used for adver-

/' j..
/'" ISing.

Dry Rot: timber decay caused by a
fungus capable of carrying water into
the wood it infects; frequently caused
by inadequate ventilation.

~

Cresting: an ornamental finish along
the top of a roof, wall, etc.: generally

O• 0 " rhythmic, highly decorative and often. .0
perforated.

Decorative label: see Hood Moulding.

Colonnade: a row of columns carrying
either on entablature or arches, either
freestanding or in front of a wall often
creating a passage: if the passage is
arched it isoften called on arcade.

Concrete: a composite material
consisting essentially of cement, water
and aggregate (usually sand and
crushed stone) which is poured into
moulds ond hardens into a solid,

Column; a relatively long, slender,
vertical support; shapes vary accord-
ing to style but almost always consist of
a capitol at the top, a long shaft in the
middle and often a base at the bot-
tom.

Cladding: a protective surfacing
material (wood, aluminum, etc.)
applied over the structural members
and sheathing: also referred to as
siding

EY';t!:!i .,;;;=
Cast Iron: a hard, brittle iron alloy easily
cast into moulds and used extensively
in the 19th century for a large range of
building products.

m
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Cornice: an ornamental moulding
along the top of on entablature or
wall; on outside walls of commerical
buildings cornices can top the entire
facade (Building Cornice) and/or the

~

storefront (Storefront Cornice); used to
throw or direct water away from the
wall below and to visually cap a wall
or section of a wall.

Folse-front: a front wall that extends
above the roof of a building, hence
masking it with a more imposing
facade.

Finial: a pointed ornament which
crowns the apex of a gable. pedi-
ment, tower, spire, etc.; often used at
ends of cornices.

Flashing: a protective building device,
usually a thin impervious sheet mate-
rial, used to cover open joints in exte-
rior construction to prevent water
penetration and/or to intercept any
water that might enter, draining or
directing it back out; many materials
are used for flashing.

Fire Separation: usually a floor or wall
without openings, having a sufficiently
high fire endurance rating to act as a
barrier against the spread of fire within
a building.

Coping: a brick, stone, precast con-
crete, copper or specially coated
metal covering used for the top of a
wa 11 (especially parapets) as a
protection from rain and other weath-
ering: usually with an overhang.

Corbel: masonry projecting from a wall
face, either to support other projec-
tions above (such as cornices, window
hoods, oriel windows, etc.) or for purely
ornamental reasons.



Infill: new bullding(s) constructed on
on empty or cleared site situated
between or adjacent to existing
buildings.

Oriel Window: a projecting, upper-
storey window; if It projects for, its
weight iscarried bock to the wall by
corbels or brackets; can be either
square, angular or curved (bowed) in
plan.

Mortar: the binding agent in masonry
construction, consisting of a mixture
produced from prescribed proportions
of cementing agents. fine aggregate
and water; it istrowelled in place while
wet, and gradually setshard.

~

Moulding: a shaped band or strip of
decoration intended to add outline or
contour; can be made from many
materials.

~

Mullion: a vertical member dividing
window frames.

Oil-based Paint: a durable, penetrat-
ing paint when brushed on, providing
good adhesion, elasticity and resis-
tance to blistering on wood and other
porous or painted surfaces.

II
Medallion: an ornamental plaque,

~

' usually circular or oval; surface can be
- flat. concave or carved in relief repre-

senting a figure, profile. flora, etc.;
usually made from either piaster, cost
iron, cast aluminum, or decorative
pressed metal.

Hood Moulding, or Decorative label: a
projecting moulding over a window or
door; used to throw off rain water or
for purely ornamental reasons.

Gable: any basically triangular-
shaped. upper part of a building wall.
usually under a pitched roof; some-
times upper wans topped with stepped
parapets are referred to as gables or
stepped gables.

Glazer, or Glazier's Point, or Brad: a
device used in wood windows; usually
a small metal triangle or headless nail.
buried in glazing putty at the edges of
a pane of glass.used to hold the glass
in place.

Furrings:spacers (wood strips,metal
channels) which are fastened to walls,
ceilings, etc. in order to level the
finished surface.

[88 Glazing Bar: a small. slender second-
ary vertical or horizontal framing
member within a sash frame which
carries and separates panes of glass.

Grade: ground level at the outside
wall of a building.

~

(Storehonf) Pier:a rectangular or
square structural masonry support
between openings; at times. the
outside face of a party wall.

Party Wall: a wall, usually structural,
situated on the dividing line between
both properties; used jointly by owners
of adjacent buildings under easement
agreement.

Pediment: a wide, low~pitched, orna-
mental gable topping a facade,
doorway or window.

Parapet: a portion of a wall that
projects above a roof; sometimes
servesas a guard at the edge of a
balcony or roof.

Masonry: bricks, stone, concrete
blocks. or similar building materials, or
combinations of these, bonded to-
gether with mortar to form a wall, pier
or similarmass.

~

Keystone: a wedge-shaped block in
the top center of a masonry arch. or

: ~ similarelements used as ornaments
above doors and windows; often
carved or similarly decorated.

latex Point: a low gloss.non-flam-
mable, quick drying point for use on
exterior wood. masonry, etc.

Dlintel: a horizontal structural member
(beam) that supports the load over on
opening, such as a door or a window.

Mansard Root:a roof with a steep
lower pitch (or slope) and a flatter
pitch above; popular in Second
Empire Style.



(Storefront) Pilaster; a verticaL strip
projecting slightly from a waiL usually in
the form of a half column or half pillar
(square column); can be structural or
purely ornamental.

Pitched Roof:a roof with two slopes
which meet at a central ridge, or less
commonly any roof with a surface
slope greater than 10degrees.

Porcelain Enamel: a thin coating of
glass and color oxides fused to steel or
aluminum under extreme heat pro-
ducing a panel with hard, impervious
finish; these panels are often used as
cladding for new or existing walls and
for architectural graphics (including
signage),

Post:any vertical member supporting
a vertical and/or lateral load; steeL
concrete, round wood or stone posts
are often referred to as columns.

PressedMetal: sheet steel or other
metal compressed between dies to
carry a pattern or other embossed
image, generally used as a decorative
finish.

Primer: a base coat of paint used as a
preservative, sealant and filler on
wood, plaster and masonry, and on
metal surfaces to inhibit rust and
increase adhesion of finish coats of
paint,

Putty: flexible compound. commonly a
mixture of powdered chalk and
linseed oil. used to seal wood prior to
painting and glazing in windows.

~

Quoins: projecting blocks of stone or
brick used to accentuate the comers
of a building.

Sandblasting: cleaning a surface
(masonry, metal, etc.) with sand under
high pressureto remove dirt, rustor
paint, or to intentionally decorate it
with a rough texture or by exposing
underlying aggregate; sometimes
referred to as dry grit blasting.

Sash:a frame that holds glass in a
window; located in the larger window
frame a sashcan slide up and down
on pulleys or bock and forth on tracks,
pivot or swing out or at times can be
fixed.

Sheathing: a covering (usually wood
boards or plywood) installed over
exterior structural members which
servesas a stiffener and a base for
subsequent wall or roof cladding.

Siding: see Cladding

~

Signband, Signboard: a prominent
exterior display surface used for identi-

• fication and advertising, located
between the storefront windows and
cornice: often signboards are de-
signed together with storefront cor-
nices.

Silicone Coating: chemically
unreactive film used as a sealant and
a water repellent (i.e. not waterproof).

~

Sill:a horizontal bottom member of a
window or door frame.

(Building) Skin: the outer layer or
facing material of a building. not a
structural part.

SpOiling: the outer flaking of brickwork,
sfone and concrete due to expansion
forces of frost, chemical action or
building settlement; the expansion of
some mortars used in repainting can
also cause spalling.

Sprinkler System: a network of branch-
ing water pipes in the ceilings of a
building. terminated by sealed sprin-
kler heads which open at a predeter-
mined temperature and are capable
of extinguishing or controlling a fire
until help arrives.

Structural Glass Veneer: a highly
polished, opaque glossusually 8-9 mm
thick (5/16 inches - 11/32 inches);
usually applied as panels (or sheets)
directly to a building with an adhesive;
sometimes referred to by trade names
such as Carrara or Vitrolite; it was
popular in the 1940-40'sand it Isno
longer manufactured, but matching
material can be obtained from some
window glassdistributors.
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Stucco: a textured plaster finish com-
posed of Portland cement, lime, sand
and water.

Subfloor: in wood construction, a
rough flooring laid directly on the
structural members to act as a base
for the finished floor; in concrete
construction. a structural slab finished
with a topcoating of concrete or other
materials,

Terra Cotta: hard, fired, fine-grained
clay ranging in coior from yellow to
reddish brown, moulded for cladding
and a wide range of ornamental work;
very popular in the later 19th and early
20th centuries; clear or colored,
opaque giazes were often used In
many colors, also used as tile on roofs,
floors and walls.

~

Transom (Window): an operable or
fixed window above door(s) and/or
windows.

Trefoil: a three lobed ornamental

IIpattern used in the top of gothic
arches. windows or in cresting: resem-
bling three leaves or the fiower of a
trillium.

Turret: a smail tower, usually round or
polygonal and built out from a build-
ing corner.

Urban Design: the arrangement or
composition of forms (buildings, land-
scape features, etc.) and spaces
(streets, squares. parks etc.) in a
community based on principles re-
lated to visual order. environmental
conditions, social requirements and
economic feasibility,

Veneer: a thin uniform layer of facing
material such as brick. marble. stone,
porcelain enamel, etc. which provides
a decorative. durable surface over a
wail's structural framework.





Text and graphics were used in whole or in part from the following references in assembling this Guide for
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Design for the Business District, Port One prepared by Robert R. Hartmann fOf Racine Urban Aesthetics. Incorporated.

Planning and Design for Commercial Area Improvements. Community Improvements Series. Volume 1. Ministry of
Municipal Affairs. Ontario. Canada.

Planning and Design lor Commercial Facade Improvements. CommunIty Improvements Series. Volume 2. Ministry of
Municipal Affairs. Ontario. Canada.

Design Guidelines, Main Street Drumheller. The Alberta Historical Resources Foundation.

Keeping Up Appearances, National Trust for Historic Preservation. Main Street Project/Galesburg Il.

Public Improvements on Main Street. Main Street Guidelines, National Trust for Historic Preservation.

Keeping Up Appearances, Storefront Guidelines. Main Street. a Pubiication of the National Trust for Historic Preserva-
tion.

Awnings and Canopies on Main Street, Main Street Guidelines. Notional Trust for Historic Preservation.

Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts by H. Ward Jandl. Preservation Briefs # 11>U.S. Department of the Interior.

Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects 01 Historic Buildings as on Aid to PreselVing Their Character by
Lee H, Nelson, FAIA. Preservation Briefs #77. U.S. Deportment of the Interior.

The Secretory of the Inlerior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines tm Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. U,S.
Deportment of the Interior.

Design Guidelines for Historic Districts Within the Context 01 Community Planning by Nore v. Winter. The Aliiance
Review. Fall 1990.

Sign Controls for Historic Signs by Peter H. Phillips. AICP. PASMemo. November 1988.

The PreselVation of Historic Signs by Michael J, Auer. Preservation Briefs #25. US. Department of the Interior.

Access to Historic Buildings for the Disobled (Suggestions for Planning and Implementation). US, Department of Ihe
Interior.
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